Applying the previously obtained partition functions for high order parastatistical boson systems, we calculate some thermodynamical quantities of the free parabose gas and the level density of harmonic oscillators relevant to parabosonic strings. The results are qualitatively different from those of ordinary bosons, the order two parabosons and the simplified parabosonic model often used in statistical spin systems.
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As the natural extensions of the ordinary quantizations the paraquantizations 1 ) have been studied so far in various fields 2 )-4) and recently the parasupersymmetry has been attracting attention as an extension of supersymmetry algebra.
)
The parastatistical methods have also been used in statistical spin systems 6 ) and recently interesting parastatistical models were presented for quasiparticles in solids.
The creation and annihilation operators in paraquantizations do not obey simple commutation relations but trilinear commutation relations. Therefore the Fock space is not simple, and it is difficult to study systematically the many para particle systems. The partition functions have been recently studied,8)-l3) but for arbitrary order p only those for the level two free parabosonic and parafermionic systems are known to have closed forms. 12 ), 13) For the systematic study of many paraparticle systems, the only available partition function is the one that is valid for high p larger than the number of levels. 12 ) Applying this partition function we study the para bose gas and harmonic oscillators relevant to parabosonic strings, for p=oo.
The Hamiltonian for the free parabose system is
an and aiz obey the following tricommutation relations: 1 ),2)
. The zero point energy Eo=(P/2)"'2mwn is subtracted in the Hamiltonian H, where p is the order of the paraquantization. The vacuum 10> is defined by anIO>=O and {at am}IO>=PonmIO>, so that Hlo>=o.
Partition functions
Since the paracreation operators aiz do not commute, the Fock space is complicated. 2 ) A closed form of the free paraboson partition function for p>2 is given only for the restricted case of L;;;'p, L being the number of the levels;12) the grand partition z=rr-1-rr 1
where Xn=e
P (I'-Wn).
Equation (4) shows no explicit dependence on p. To get (4) it is crucial that all standard states given by Ohnuki and Kamefuchi (OK)2) are linearly independent for L~p. For L>p, there appears many linear relations among standard states and we have not been able to find any closed form as (4). For parafermion systems we have a compact partition function l3 ) only for L=2,
XI-X2 (5) In the simplest case p=2, it was pointed out by OK 2 ) that a paraparticle system is equivalent to that of the two kinds of ordinary particles .. Later, SuranyP O ) wrote explicitly the partition function Z (2) for p=2, (6) where Z(l) is that of the ordinary particles. This simple relation (6) follows from the p=2 commutation relation, at al;,al, = ± al,al;,al, plus (minus) sign being for parabosons (parafennions). For pG.3, there are no simple relations such as (6) .
Recently Safonov 7 ) presented the interesting applications of the simplified parastatistical method, where paracreation operators commute with each other and (3) is trivially satisfied. The order p partition function 7 ) for free parabosons is (7) and that for parafermions is (8) For P-+=, (8) reduces to that of ordinary bosons, while the actual parafermion partition function (5) reduces to that of parabosons (4) with L=2. Equation (7) is also quite different from (4).
Parabose gas
We calculate primary thermodynamical quantities of the ieal gas with the partition function (4), which corresponds to the parabosegas of infinite p. The average number N and internal energy U are
where kBTo=27r1z2/mV 2/3 , V is the volume, m is the mass of a particle and the energy wk=1z 2 k 2 /2m. In (9) and (10) the second terms are the contributions of parastatistical effects, and dominate over first terms for T> To. Actually To is very small, and then most thermodynamical properties are drastically different from the ordinary bose gas. From (9) and (10) we obtain the critical temperature Tiara for the parabose condensation,
which is compared with the ordinary bose condensation temperature T C , (12) where sex) is the zeta function. The specific heat CvCX: T3 for To< T< Tpcara and only for T < To, CvCX: T 3/2 , as for an ordinary bose gas. At high temperature T-:t> Tgara the chemical potential f-L obtained from (9) is (13) This implies that f-L is not a simple intensive variable in the present parastatistical system. Nevertheless, U=(3/2)kBTN and pV=kBTN hold, the same as the odinary ones.
For the simplified parastatistical method with the partition function (7),Safonov
)
obtained Tpc
For P-HY:), Tpc~O and ZB(P)~l implies the system being empty.
The p=2 parabose gas is essentially equivalent to the mixture of the same number of two kinds of bosons with the equal mass ..
Level density of parabosonic oscillators
Equation (1) Then (4) gives the partition function Z=tre-PH~trxH,
The level density dn given by Z = :l:dnx n can be obtained by extending the usual method. 14 ) For large n
is evaluated by the steepest. descent approximation at x::::: 1. The ordinary bosonic string 14 ) corresponds to the partition Junction of the first
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00
(1 Xk)
the steepest descent evaluation of the integrand of (16) Zox-n-l~exp( -~:: -(n+ l)lnx) leads to the well-known large n level density,
In the parabosonic string corresponding to the partition function (15), we find the second factor dominates over first one,
This gives the leading behavior of Z for x -> 1,
Then steepest descent approximation of (16) leads to
(20) In conclusion we have shown that the parabosonic gas and string have the properties which are qualitatively different from ordinary bosonic ones. These properties may be due to the fact that p=ClO is an extreme case. It is interesting that for P->ClO, ordinary bosonic systems with the internal o(p) symmetry have a divergent level density, but parabosonic systems have a definite limit. Systematic studies for
